
What does the Quantity Mean?
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Finally….  If you see this
This quantity is showing 
current availability at 
Manufacture’s Site

Inventory does not commit 
upon order it is provided for 
reference only.  

Special handing may be 
required to secure.   
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If quantity shows under “Ship” button, that is what is available from the 
most effective location based on the K/R logistics to ship that product to 
you.  Allowing us to meet our normal deliver requirements. 

95% of time the quantity shown will be what we have in our Indpls 
Distribution / Commodity Center as that is our most efficient shipping 
option. 

Some items we consider Hard to Handle, like Conduit and Strut might 
show same quantity as Pick-up because that is where it is most efficient 
to get the inventory from, so that is where it will ship.

If you see inventory under “Pick-up” and not under ship, but you want it 
shipped, then put a note on order that you want inventory to ship from 
branches inventory or call 877.641.0929 to a KR CSR and they will work 
to accommodate your request. 

If a quantity shows under “Pickup” button, that is what is available at the 
selected “Pickup Branch”

Available inventory under “Pickup” is typically only for Same Day need.  
Next Day or your K/R Standard Delivery will normally come from selecting 
“Ship”

To see another locations inventory select “Change” next to “Pickup 
Branch”.

Select any of our Kirby Risk locations from the list.

Quantity will change under “Pickup” Button to show your New selected 
“Pickup” locations available inventory.

Some items we consider Hard to Handle (HTH), like Conduit and Strut 
might show same quantity as “Ship” because the selected “Pickup 
Branch” is the most efficient way to also ship the HTH inventory.

*All inventory is subject to change until transaction is completed.   We reconfirm inventory availability upon checking out.
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•  Defaults to your home branch.  

•  All branch locations available for selection.
     Including:
        Distribution Center 
        Commodity Center

Pickup Branch selection

* This is the key to see selected
    branch available inventory.


